
FUMC ESL 10-14-2019 High Intermediate Lesson


The sentences below contain phrasal verbs. Phrasal verbs are a verb with an adverb attached. 
For example, in the sentence,  "Get off the bus.", "get off" is a phrasal verb. We can also say 
"Get on the bus." So both "get off" and "get on" are phrasal verbs. In the sentence below, 
choose the correct phrasal verb. Then explain the meaning of the sentence.


1. I don't want to wear the bright orange sweater because I don't want to (stand up / stand 
out) in the crowd. I'd prefer to (blend in / blend out).


2. I would (take up / take out) golf if I had more time.

3. I'm going to (hand out / hand in) some forms. Please (fill out / fill in) all the spaces. Don't 

leave any blank. My assistant will (pick out / pick up) your completed form.

4. Please don't (throw up / throw out) these papers. I will need them later.

5. If everyone will (chip in / chip on) we can afford to buy Sheila a nice present for her 

birthday.

6. My son (takes on / takes after) my grandfather. He loves sports of all kinds.

7. Don't put all those potato peels down the sink. It will (stop over / stop up) the sink.

8. The weather should (cool on / cool off) this week because of the cold front.

9. Oooh, a bug. Quick, (step in / step on) it.

10.  Watch out! Don't (knock on / knock over) those trash cans when you (back up / back into) 

the car.

11. Do you know of a good restaurant in this city? No, I don't, but I'll (ask in / ask around) and 

see if I can (find out / get over).

12. I don't want to go with Charlie. We don't (get across / get along).


Demonstrate these phrasal verb commands: 
Tuck in your shirt.   Fold up your papers.   Pass out the lesson.   Button up.    Head towards the 
exit.     Cover up.      Bump into something.     Sneak off.     Hand it over.     Listen for birds?


Discuss: 

1. What would you take up if you had more time?

2. Do you prefer to stand out or blend in?

3. Some people like to chip in on a gift so the gift can be more expensive and useful. Others 

prefer to select a gift on their own. If you were going to a baby shower for a friend, would 
you prefer to chip in with others for a big gift, or buy a smaller gift that you pick out on your 
own?


4. Do you take after a particular relative? In what ways are you alike?

5. Are you afraid of bugs? Do you kill them when you see them in your house, or do you go 

get someone else to kill them? Are you or your spouse more afraid of bugs?  Do you have 
your house exterminated?


6. Have you ever backed into anything? Tell about it.

7. Do you know of a good restaurant in Austin? Tell about it.




8. Would you quit a job if you couldn't get along with your boss, or would you stick it out?

9. Do you prefer to wear your shirts tucked in or left out?

10. Which is the first button you button on your blouses or shirts?  Is this a cultural issue? 

11. Describe how you break in a new pair of shoes.

12. Do you ever listen in to other people's conversations at a restaurant?  Is this rude?


Pronounciation: These word pairs differ in one small sound. Work with a partner to pronounce 
one of the word pairs. Then each partner choose one of the words in the pair and make a 
sentence. For example, one of you would make a sentence with the word "live" and the other 
partner with the word "leave". You may need to use your dictionaries.


live - leave lack - lake part - port pack - peck days - doze

mash - match barn - born wash - watch sure - sore rice - rise

taught - thought rink - ring sank - sang thin - thing ouch - out

starch - start clothing - closing breathe - breeze block - blog wet - wait


